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Empire (TWO):

-Reunited China after the fall of the Han in 618 A.D

-Golden Ages of China

• Landscape paintings

• Pagodas

• Moveable print

• Mechanical clock

• Compass

• Gunpowder & guns

• Porcelain 

-Restored Confucian principals of government and culture

EX. Civil Service Exam and Foot binding

• Canton and Xian becomes a wealthy port city
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Tang (618-907) and Song (960-1279)

185A.



Empire:

-United under the Leadership of Genghis Khan

-Stirrups and horses

-Initially disrupted trade and scholarship in the lands it invaded-
Russia, China, Middle East

-Largest empire in history-Asia to the Middle East

-Control of the Silk Road =PAX revival of trade
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Mongols

186A.



Mongol leader who led the Golden Horde into Russia and 
conquered the region. 

Russia was isolated from the West under Mongol rule

->Absolute rule
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Batu Khan

187A.



Mongol leader who conquered Song China and created 
the Yuan Dynasty

-Mongols dominated government

-blended Chinese and Mongol cultures

-Maintained contact with both Europe and the Middle 
East. Results in spread of ideas (cultural diffusion)
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Kublai Khan

188A.



Italian explorer that traveled across Asia even staying at the court 
of Kublai Khan and left behind an autobiography of his journeys. 

EX. Primary source
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Marco Polo

189A.



Empire:

-Defeated the Mongols in 1368 with the use of guns

-Placed a high emphasis on the Confucian learning and the Civil 
Service 

-Explorations of Zheng He

-Limited trade with West->Ethnocentrism->saw them as 
barbarians

-Completion of the Great Wall of China

-Forbidden City
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Ming

190A.



Chinese explorer from 1405-1433: 

-Launched naval exploration to show advancements, 

collect tribute and promote trade

- 1435 Ming emperor banned seagoing ships, eventually halting 
explorationLittle interest in outside world (Ethnocentrism)
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Zheng He

191A.



Empire:

-Overthrew the Ming in 1644

->Famous ruler-Qianlong

-limited trade and contact with Western Europe->Ethnocentric-
>viewed them as inferior--Isolation

EX. Lord McCarthy and the British

-Prospered as a result of the global age

-Opium Wars with the British over rights to trade in China
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Qing or Manchu

192A.



Civilization:

-Located on a peninsula that extends off the Asian mainland

-Called the cultural bridge because it linked China and Japan

-primarily mountainous->reliance on the sea

-heavily influenced by China. EX. Confucius and Buddhism, 
woodblock printing, system of writing, pottery

-developed unique system of writing called Hangul

China Japan 
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Korea

193A.



Civilization:

-archipelago covered in mountains; heavily influenced by its 
geography

-Shintoism

-Heian Period

-Feudalism

-Tokugawa Shogunate

-Policy of isolation starting in the 1638-1853
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Japan

194A.



Period of time in Japanese history from 784-1185 when Japan 
selectively borrowed numerous items from China and blended 
them with Japanese beliefs and values.

EX. Tea ceremony, Pagodas, Gardens, Paintings
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Heian Period

195A.



Philosophy:

-Developed: Japan 

-Teachings: Respect for harmony and beauty

-Artwork often deals with nature

-Symbol: Shrine near sites of nature or major historical events
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Shintoism

196A.



Loosely organized system of government in which local lords 
governed their own lands but owed military service and other 
support to a greater lord

-Decentralized form of government

-Power resided with the Daimyo (Nobility) or land-holding elite

-Shogun is the main military leader of the nation

-Samurai and the Code of Bushido
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Japanese feudalism

197A.



Warrior class of Japan 
symbolized by their 
permission to carry 
swords; followed the 
code of Bushido
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Samurai

198A.



Code of honor that the Daimyo (Nobles) and Samurai(Warriors) 
were expected to follow
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Code of Bushido
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• Ruled Japan from 1590- 1868:

• Tokugawa Leyasu subdued the feudal lords and established the 
Shogunate.

• Imposed centralized feudalism ( all power resides in the central 
government which is run by the shogun; feudal lords keep their titles)

• Strict laws and control resulted in unified and orderly society EX. hostage 
system, refusal to build castles or make repairs

• 1600s ‘s viewed Westerners & Christians and a threat and expelled all 
foreigners and persecuted Japanese Christianspolicy of isolation 
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Tokugawa Shogunate

200A.


